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In her children’s story, The Last Point, author Alana Josephson gives an autobiographical account of an
important tennis match, sharing with young readers the importance of perseverance in sports as well as in
life.

Having already won the local tournament, nine-year-old Alana continues on to play in the regional
championships, excited for her chance to win there, as well. But can she win when her opponent in the final
match starts cheating?! She’s faced with an even bigger challenge: Can she overcome her anger and win?

Due to her rival’s lies, her shot at the trophy begins to fade and she faces the age-old question: Can the
honest player prevail? Wanting to be a good sport, she must up her game, while keeping her temper in check.
Can Alana persevere through her frustration to win the trophy?

By writing her personal experience with cheating as a children’s book, Josephson shows that it’s never too
early to learn that cheating is harmful, or that good sportsmanship is an attitude worth applying to any
situation you might face.
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From reader reviews:

Melanie Tuck:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to know everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they consider because their hobby is usually reading a book. Why not the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, individual feel need book once they found difficult problem or even exercise.
Well, probably you will need this The Last Point.

Mary Lee:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider any time those information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now's taking
seriously which one is appropriate to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you have
the unstable resource then you get it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take The Last Point as the daily resource
information.

Susan Padgett:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like comic,
quick story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not striving The Last Point that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can
be said as the opportunity for people to know world far better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be mentioned constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man or woman but for all of
you who wants to become success person. So , for all you who want to start examining as your good habit, it
is possible to pick The Last Point become your personal starter.

Harry Anderson:

Is it you actually who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This The Last Point can be the respond to, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this brand
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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